
 
 

Affidavit of Findings 
State of California 

County of San Diego 

 

My name is Derick Downs, I am presently 38 years old, and my current address of residence is 14933 

Conchos Dr, Poway, California 92064. I am the CEO of Octo Digital Forensics. 

This affidavit is intended to show sufficient probable cause for the requested complaint. Unless specifically 

indicated otherwise, all conversations and statements described in this affidavit are related in substance 

and in part only. Unless specifically indicated otherwise, all dates and times set forth below are on or about 

the dates and times indicated, and all amounts or sums are approximate. 

 

On 5/23/2022 cell phone iPhone serial #FFNXP850JC6C - Apple iPhone 8 (IMEI 354891095267492). was 

forensically examined with Cellebrite UFED4PC, after spyware was found when doing a spyware scan with 

Certo software. Based off the timeline of when malware was first installed,the evidence looks like its in 

connection with the breach that happened through the mobile carrier T-Mobile just a few the months ago 

 
It has been determined that Malware(s) have been present on the phone, specifically WireLurker.exe. This 

version of the malware also installs the sfbase.dylib tweak to the iOS file system, an earlier version of the 

malicious iOS binary file mentioned in our earlier report. These samples also indicate that the creator of 

WireLurker may have a direct relationship with the Maiyadi App Store. 

 

The VPN of the IP address has been found using SOCKS5 proxies ran through a VPN located in Indonesia: 

 
IP Address Port Code Country Anonymity Https Proxie 

117.54.114.96 80 ID Indonesia anonymous no SOCKS5 

 
There are thousands of artifacts that do not line up to the subject's IP address which indicates malware with 

the use of proxies. We have removed the spyware. However, we have not been unable to tie the event to   

any specific person due to the vast amounts of artifacts collected and the time associated with this case. As 

the examiner of the digital assets, in this case, I can discuss the e-discovery evidence with any parties who 

need extra clarification of findings or the report(s) provided. 
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